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BIOQUALITY HOTSPOTS IN THE FLORA OF BELIZE
Priorities for research and conservation



Nature (2000) Vol.403 (6772), p.853

‘exceptional concentrations of endemic species and experiencing exceptional loss of habitat’

Biodiversity hotspots



The need for fine-scale conservation priorities

‘… it is through the conservation of actual sites that biodiversity will
ultimately be preserved or lost…. drawing the lessons of global
conservation prioritization down to a much finer scale is now the
primary concern for conservation planning….’

Brooks et al., 2006. Science. Vol 313.



Rapid Botanic Survey (RBS): assessment of bioquality

What is bioquality?

A measure of biodiversity that places 
emphasis on high concentrations of globally 
rare species in a plant community.

How is bioquality measured?

A standardised index:
Genetic Heat Index (GHI)

How is GHI calculated?



Species checklist

Botanical Research and Herbarium Management System



Star categories

Assign each species to a Star category based on its global range
(degree square count).

widespread rare

72 24 8 2.66

Each Star has an ideal mean number of degree squares occupied
(ideal mean range).



Star categories

Global range of Sideroxylon stevensonii based on occurrence records. Occupies 7 degree squares. 



Star weights

Each Star carries a standardised weight that is used to calculate GHI.
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GHI above 300 is associated with high bioquality (a ‘hotspot’).

Scores below 75 are typical of vegetation of low bioquality. 

Sample GHI calculation



Observed GHI

GHI calculated per 5km grid cell 
using botanical records from the 
Belize database.

Lots of gaps in collecting….



Modelling GHI using stacked species distribution models (SSDM)

Maxent model for each individual species.

Reclassify output (raster file of continuous probability values) to binary (presence / absence).

Stack rasters and count the number of species in each cell.

Constrain species richness based on species richness estimates.

If predictions exceed estimates, remove taxa with lowest probability of occurrence.

Use the revised species list to calculate GHI.



GHI predictions for Belize

Can we trust the models?

Within model testing for each species.

Predictions were tested using an independent 
dataset.



Outputs and outcomes

Publish the modelling work
+

Reports for PA managers

Publish database analyses
+

Report for FD and ERI that sets out a systematic approach 
towards completing a national plant inventory


